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Activity 1

Look at the photos. Do you recognise the person? 
Check more David Beckham's hairstyles online! Then decide which ones are your favorites and share with the rest of 
your group.

TEMPORARY HAIRSTYLES

People like changing their hairstyles from time to time, but some prefer to keep their  and 
style and want to have something that will make them look different. For instance, a person with curly or wavy 
hair may want to have straight hair, so they will get their hair . A person with straight hair 
might want to have wavy or curly hair, so they will get their hair  and curled. They might even they might 
want to have a different hair colour, so they may ask for temporary  or colours. People also get 
different hairstyles like a  or . Or they get a  clipped on for events or special occasions like 

, parties and dinner parties. 

natural hair colour

blow dried straight
rolled

highlights
bun plaits  hair piece

weddings

Write the turkish word or phrase on the right.
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permanent hairstylestemporary hairstyles 

TEMPORARY HAIRSTYLES

In this unit you are going to learn about

UNIT

5

Warm-up Temporary = for a short time only

English Turkish

blow-dried

straight

rolled
highlights

bun
plaits/plaets

wedding
hair piece



B-Look at the temporary hair styles below. Then findout which ones they are and match them. 

updo
   beehive

 bangs

      ponytail 

 buifon

French twist

    Chiñon 

   bun

 plait  cornrows

spiky hair                                                                               
                                                        Dutch braid               
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Hair Colouring: is a process of changing the colour of hair. The main reason for this
practice is cosmetic. There are several types of permanent hair colouring processes,
these are;
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Hair Straightening: Here, the hair is combed straight rather 
than it being wrapped around perm rods.The process of 
hair straightening is also called relaxing. 
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PERMANENT HAIRSTYLES

1

List three permanent hairstyles that you know. Then read the passage below. 

Activity 2a

    Permanent Wave: This is usually called a perm. 
Chemical of waving lotion is applied after the hair is 
washed and it is wrapped on a perm rod.

Put the following words in the correct column below. 

Activity 2b

pony tail, straightening, plait, colouring, bun, perm, bangs, cornrows, updo
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